Lander

Knight
- 10 meter
- Princess

Camar
- Princess curtsies
- Flips

Knight bow
- Jump up
- Shakes sword

Cam- wh world

Knight view

Prince view

2nd
- 1st
- Both
- Turn
- Prince curtsies
- K bows

The END

Fade back to
- Cam view whole
- World

Do together

3-D

Name:
Knight + Princess face each other 10 m apart; Knight holding sword
(POV original camera position)  

Princess curtsies 2 jumps up
3 flips forward 4 lands in same spot (POV knight)  

Knight 1 bows 2 jumps up 3 shakes his sword 4 lands in same spot (POV princess)  

POV camera to original position  

Princess goes to knight, Knight middle + turn facing camera, jumps over Princess; they exchange words. They hold hands.  

He bows, she curtsies  
(at same time)  

The End billboard
Once upon a time...

Initial Scene

Action #1

Action #2

Action =

Storyboard

World/ Setting - Greece

Camera - Profile Shot

Camera - Knights' View

Sword placement in good view!

Check distance?

Name: Joan Pepper
And they lived
HAPPILY EVER AFTER...
The Princes & The Knight

Storyboard

Original Position

Start

end

Same Spot

The End

Name: Kim
Princess/Knight

Princess & Knight facing each other 10 m apart

Princess: curtseys, jump up, forward flip, back to same spot

Knight: bows, jump up, shake sword, back to same spot

Princess moves ½ way to knight

Knight jumps over + lands in her original position. Princess continues to knight's position.

Both turn to camera + Princess curtseys + Knight bows

TEXT: THE END